For long lasting

SOFTNESS

GET IN TOUCH

Available in an exciting range of updated colours*, patterns, textures and styles,
it’s time to take a closer look at long lasting softness

with your

SOFTER SIDE

*Colours may vary in store

State-of-the-art softness

Want the softness and warmth of carpet but
need your floor to be durable and easy to clean?

Soft and cosy,
like an old family friend

Meet STAINMASTER® EverSoft® SDN carpet.
Its specially engineered fibres deliver incredible
softness and durability.

STAINMASTER® EverSoft® SDN carpet is
made from an advanced ﬁne denier ﬁbre,
creating incredible softness. Unlike many
SDN ﬁbres which are made of bulky individual
ﬁlaments, STAINMASTER® EverSoft® SDN
carpet is made of individual ﬁlaments that are
much ﬁner, and therefore softer.

Hard wearing fibre
provides durability
STAINMASTER® EverSoft® SDN carpet is
engineered to withstand years of the usual
wear and tear that comes with everyday living.
Designed to resist fibre loss from abrasive
wear, your carpet will stay looking soft and
luxurious for years.

Soiling resistance technology
Soiling resistance technology helps to reduce
dry-soil accumulation on STAINMASTER®
EverSoft® SDN carpet, limiting the ability of it
to stick to the fibre.

Keep the outside world outside
and not stuck to your carpet.

Anti-static protection
Every STAINMASTER® EverSoft® SDN carpet
contains special carbon-core fibres that act
like thousands of microscopic lightning rods,
controlling static for the life of the carpet.

Easy to clean thanks to
stain resistance technology
Specially formulated stain blocking technology is
built into STAINMASTER® EverSoft® SDN carpet
during the manufacturing process and helps to
prevent staining from food and drink spills.

Enjoy sunny rooms
without the fear of fading.

Colourfast fibre provides
protection against fading
The fibre used in STAINMASTER® EverSoft®
SDN carpet is manufactured with advanced
fade resistant technology which has been
specially developed to resist fading from
sunlight and the harmful effects of ultra violet
light and airborne contaminants such as ozone.
This ensures that your carpet maintains its
vibrant colour longer.

Relax and enjoy the show
with an inside picnic

LIMITED WARRANTIES FOR STAINMASTER® EVERSOFT® SDN CARPET
Lifetime soil resistance
limited warranty*

Lifetime food & drink stain
resistance limited warranty*

INVISTA warrants that for the life of your
carpet, it will not experience a noticeable
colour change due to deposits of dry-soil
as a result of foot traffic from normal,
indoor household use.

INVISTA warrants that for the life of your
carpet, its surface pile will resist food
and drink stains that occur during normal
residential use.

15 Year fade resistance
limited warranty*

15 Year abrasive wear
limited warranty*

INVISTA warrants that for a period of
15 years, your carpet will not experience a
noticeable colour change from exposure
to sunlight or atmospheric contaminants
(ozone or oxides of nitrogen).

INVISTA warrants that for a period of 15
years, your carpet will not incur fibre loss
from abrasive wear of more than 10% in
any area during normal residential use.

Lifetime anti-static
limited warranty*

Our limited warranties are subject to important limitations, exclusions (including for commercial, non-owner-occupier or abnormal use) and preconditions (including regular professional cleaning obligations) which are explained further in the STAINMASTER® carpet limited warranties booklet
that is available from your retailer, at stainmaster.com.au or by calling 1800 335 624 (AU) or 0800 468 420 (NZ).

*Limited warranties
Australia:The benefits of our limited warranties are in addition to other rights and remedies you have under the Australian Consumer Law. Our goods
come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law.You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and
compensation for any other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage.You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be
of acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure. New Zealand: Our goods also come with guarantees that cannot be excluded
under New Zealand consumer law except if you purchased your product in New Zealand for a business, in which case you acknowledge and agree that the
Consumer Guarantees Act 1993 shall not apply to the goods supplied to you for those purposes and to the maximum extent permitted by law, our liability
to you or anyone claiming through you, will be limited at all times to the purchase price of the goods to which your claim relates.

For your nearest stockist or for more information
Australia - 1800 335 624
New Zealand - 0800 468 420
www.stainmaster.com.au
www.stainmaster.co.nz
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